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Figure 1. Site Location. 
Reproduced &om the 1994 Ordnance Survey 1:50,000 map with the pennission ofThe Controller of Her Majesty's Stationery Office 
© Crown copyiight. OSA Licence No. AL 52132A0001 
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metres 

Evaluation Trenches 

Figure 2. Location of evaluation trenches in relation to ridge and furrow. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Summary 

An archaeological investigation, using machine excavated trial trenching across upstanding 
ridge andfurrow earthworks -was undertaken by On-Site Archaeology on the site of a 
proposed residential development by Tay homes of Leeds. The profiles of the deposits 
through these relicts of the medieval ploughing system were recorded. No other features or 
artefacts of archaeological interest were observed 

This report was prepared by Nick Pearson and Guy Hopkinson of On-Site Archaeology. The 
field work was carried out between 7^* and 2T^ May 1998. 

1.2 Site Location 

The site consists of a block of land lying to the south of Osgodby Lane, and covering an area 
of approximately 3 .83 hectares. Osgodby is located some 4 V-i kilometres south-south-east of 
Scarborough, and the national grid reference for the site is TA 0577 8457 (see Figure 1 for 
location). 

1.3 Geology, Topography and Land Use 

Osgodby is situated on a broad swathe of boulder clay which runs along the east coast. The 
site itself is located on a gentle south-westerly facing slope, at between 69 and 80m AOD. At 
present the area is under pasture with clear tracks of ridge and furrow earthworks covering 
much of the site, (see Plates 1 and 2). 
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Plate 1: Ridge and flirrow at Osgodby, viewed from the north. 

Plate 2: Ridge and furrow at Osgodby viewed from the north-east 
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2.0 THE HISTORY & ARCHAEOLOGY OF OSGODBY 

2.1 Documentary Evidence 

2.1.1 "Osgodby" 

The name Osgodby is thought to derive from the Old Norse meaning Asgaut's Farm, and has 
seen a progression of various spellings over time. In the Domesday book of 1086 the village is 
recorded as 'Asgozbi', and in the 12̂  and 13* centuries as 'Angotby'. Records from Rievaux 
and Byland Abbeys (dating from AD1160 - 1170) both record altemative spellings - 'Angotby' 
and 'Osgotby' - in the same documents. From the mid 13* century onwards the form 
'Osgodebi' appears to have been in general use, and it is from this that the current name 
derives (Smith, 1928). 

Given the initial Old Norse name, however, it can be assimied that a settlement existed on the 
site at least as far back as the 9* or 10* century, which would give the village a Viking origin. 

2.2.2 Demographics 

Osgodby is typical of a deserted/shrunken medieval village, which are a widespread 
phenomenon throughout England, and particularly in the east of the country. There are a 
number of reasons for the occurrence of rural depopulation around this time. The dispersal of 
monastic land by the Crown, enclosure of land, and a continuing demand for wool from the 
west riding to provide the thriving mill industry would all have contributed to depopulation. 
The latter cause had a considerable effect on land use and tenure during this period; as fields 
were changed from arable to pasture, there was an inevitable decline in the required number of 
labourers to work the land, while the landlords saw a proportional increase in their profits. All 
the above were compounded by a general reduction in the population of the nation as a whole. 

In many cases this resulted in complete abandonment of a village, while in other cases the 
villages merely shrank. It would appear that Osgodby was never entirely abandoned, but 
shrank quite considerably. After flourishing in the 12*, 13* and 14* centuries, with an 
estimated 40 - 50 cottages at its height (this figure is based on Poll Tax returns) the village 
population gradually declined imtil it virtually disappeared (Rimington, 1961). 

2.2.3 The Manor 

Before the Norman Conquest, Osgodby was part of Tosti's manor of Falsgrave. Domesday 
records that it was still part of that manor in 1086, then in the King's hands, and also records 
that it lay waste. It later became part of the estate of the Earl of Albemarle, and by the 13* 
century was incorporated into the Duchy of Lancaster as a separate manor of the Forest of 
Pickering (Rimington, 1961). The manor house is historically cormected with only two 
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families - the Bards and the Wyvills, and was once known as Wyvill Hall. This fell into 
dereliction during the 18* century when the Wyvill family died out. Fragments of the old 
masonry were incorporated into the structure of a farmhouse, and vestiges ofthe manorial 
fishponds are extant nearby (Rimington, 1961). 

2.2.4 The Village 

The nucleus of the village would have been the manor and its demesne, the chapel and 
associated cottages. These would have been surrounded by two or three great open-fields 
which were cultivated in strips by the villagers, and also by large areas of common grazing on 
the carrs and uplands. The earthworks recorded on the site indicate that the cottages stood on 
both sides of the road, and on Park Hill (Rimington, 1961). These seem to have stood back 
from the bank that bounded the street, and the majority were probably crudely built structures, 
each situated within its own paddock or 'toft'. 

2.2.5 The Open-fields 

Surrounding the village would have been the open-fields, on which was practised a fairly basic 
form of crop rotation. Beyond the open-fields would be the land over which the villagers held 
commoners rights, entitling them to graze animals, collect fire wood, cut peat and rushes etc. 
Such rights were very important to the villagers, and upheld vigorously - often with the 
assistance of the magistrates of the Forest of Pickering. 

The arable fields were compact geographical units, each with a name, and each comprising up 
to one quarter of the area of the parish (Rimington, 1961). They would have been divided into 
a number of 'acre strips' (although most were much less than an acre) which would have been 
shared throughout the villagers by means of a ballot. The rigg and fiirrow clearly evident on 
the current development site represents the last vestige of the open-field form of agriculture 
practised here. 

The tithe map of 1846 shows a field to the south of the village called 'Mill Field', and this is 
probably the site of the manorial mill. 

2.3 Previous Archaeological & Geophysical Work 

Please refer to OSA Report No: 98DTES0I, "Osgodby lane, Scariiorough, Desk Top Report, 
Earthworks Survey and Geomagnetic Survey." 
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3.0 THE E V A L U A T I O N TRENCHES 

3.1 Introduction 

The scope of the evaluation trenches were based on a specification from the Heritage Unit, 
NYCC. This document was based on the results of a desk top assessment report and 
geophysical survey previously submitted (OSA report No: 98DTES01). Two areas of the site 
currently due for redevelopment were designated for fiirther evaluation by trial trenching. 
These two areas are marked on Figure 2. The objective of the work was to determine the 
character, depth and condition of below ground remains surviving within the evaluation areas. 

The excavation of these trenches was carried out using a JCB equipped with a 1.40 metre wide 
ditching bucket. The exposed surfaces were then hand cleaned in order to detect any 
archaeological features revealed through textural or colour changes in the deposits. Once this 
had been completed, a section drawing of the long ajds of each evaluation trench was drawn, 
and other appropriate written and photographic records were made. 

Standard On-Site Archaeology techniques were followed throughout the excavation. Heights 
above Ordnance Datum (AOD) were calculated by taking levels from a Benchmark located 
adjacent to the site on Osgodby Lane. 

This section of the report details the results of the archaeological trial trenching, these being 
presented as a synopsis of each trench. The locations of the two trenches are shown on Figure 
2. 

3.1.1 Trench 1. (See Figures 2 and 3) 

Trench 1 was located at the northem end of the area due for development. It was positioned 
so that it straddled the boimdary between the ridge and fiirrow and the adjacent headland. In 
addition, its northem end continued across a distinctive feature running on an east west 
orientation across the site immediately adjacent to the headland, which may represent a hollow 
way. 

The trench was excavated to the top of the natural boulder clay. The depth of excavation 
varied according to the profile of the upstanding earthworks. It was L shaped in plan 
measuring 2m in width, 20 metres along its N - S axis and 15 metres along its E - W axis. 
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Plate 3: Evaluation trench 1 viewed from the south-east. 

The stratigraphic sequence of the deposits encountered is given below and is recorded on 
Figure 3. 

Context No. Description 
[100] Moist, light to mid brown friable slightly sandy sUghtly clay silt, (topsoil) 
[101] Moist, light to mid reddish brown to light grey, crumbly slightly sandy slightly clay silt with 

very small stones (2 to 6 mm), (subsoil). 
[102] Medium sized cobbles set in Ught brown sandy clay, (Boulder clay natural) 

These deposits comprised a simple soil horizon above the natural boulder clay, as one would 
expect of a ploughed agricultural regime. No other features, deposits or artifacts of 
archaeological potential were observed 

3.1.2 Trench 2. ( see Figures 2 and 4) 

Trench 2 was located at the northem end of the southem block of ridge and ftirrow which 
forms part of this development area. It was positioned so that it lay at the intersection of 
where the N - S aligned ridge and fiirrow of the northem part of the site meets the E - W 
aligned block to the south. It was excavated so that it formed a section through the headland 
itself and the ridge and fiirrow to the south. A shorter transect aligned E - W was excavated at 
its southem end. It is noteworthy that the headland which forms a part of this evaluation 
trench marks a change in the nature of the earthworks on this part of the site. The ridge and 
On-Site Archaeology © Copyright June 1998 10 
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furrow to the north are far more prominent and stand much higher than the block to the south. 
Here the upstanding features are very difficuk to make out, perhaps as a result of later 
extensive plough damage. This variation in the degree of degradation of the earthworks is 
reflected in the contour survey that formed part of the previous study ofthe site. 

Trench 2 was excavated to the top of the natural boulder clay. The depth of excavation varied 
according to the profile of the upstanding earthwork. It was L shaped in plan measuring 2m in 
width, 30 metres along its N - S axis and 10 metres along its E - W axis. The stratigraphic 
sequence of the deposits encountered is given below. A section through these deposits was 
recorded (see Figure 4). 

Context No. Description 
[200] Moist, Ught to mid brown friable slighdy sandy slightly clay silt, (topsoil). 
[201] Moist, mid reddish brown to mid grey, crumbly sUghUy sandyclay silt with very smaU stones (2 

to 6 mm), (furrow fill). 
[202] Moist, liglit to mid reddish brown to liglit grey, crumbly sUghUy sandy sUghdy clay silt with 

very small stones (2 to 6 mm), (subsoil). 
[203] Medium sized cobbles set in Ught brown sandy clay, (Boulder clay natural). 

These deposits comprised a simple soil horizon above the natural boulder clay, as one would 
expect of a ploughed agricultural regime. No other features, deposits or artifacts of 
archaeological potential were observed. 

Plate 4: Evaluation trench No 2 viewed from the south. 
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4.0 DISCUSSION ~ 

4.1 Archaeological Results 

All of the work that has taken place at this site during this phase of activity has revealed 
nothing of archaeological potential other than the remains of the medieval field system. As 
stated above, the part of the site to the north shows a better level of preservation of upstanding 
earthworks than the area to the south, where it is evident that there has been later plough 
damage. 

The only feature which is not a part of this field system is the hollow way that lies at the 
northem extremity of the development area. It is however clear that it forms a continuation to 
the east of the alignment of Osgodby lane. Previous work has shown that this lay at the heart 
of the medieval village and that dwellings were located to the north and south of it. It would 
therefore seem clear that the hollow way forms part of a road or track leading out of the 
village to the east. The presence of the well preserved ridge and fiirrow to the immediate 
south of this feature and the complete lack of any archaeological features or artifacts within 
evaluation trench No 1, would imply that this area lay to the east of the edge of the village 
itself 

4.2 Conclusions & Assessment of Importance 

The current phase of archaeological works at this site, comprising a desktop study, geophysical 
and earthwork survey and evaluation trenching have added detailed information about the 
layout and level of preservation of the field system that lies to the south east of the village of 
Osgodby. In addition a sunken way lying at the northem edge of the development area has 
been recorded. Other than this detailed information, no other features or artifacts of 
archaeological interest were observed during this exercise. 

4.3 Recommendations 

The nature of the proposed development vrill result in the destmction of those parts of the field 
system that lie within the constmction area, although provision has been made for preservation 
of those parts of the earthworks that lie within the public open space to form part of the 
current development. Given the comprehensive nature of the recording of these features that 
has taken place as a part of this exercise and the lack of other archaeological evidence from 
within the evaluation trenches, no recommendation is made for further work at this site with 
regard to the medieval field system. 

The desktop study does however indicate that there is some evidence for prehistoric activity in 
the general area. Although no such evidence was forthcoming in the evaluation trenches, a 
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watching brief of a sample of the groundworks would ensure that proper provision is made for 
any material which may potentially be present within this site. From an archaeological 
perspective, this might best be achieved by monitoring the groundworks associated with the 
spine road rather than the foundation trenches. 

Finally it should be recorded that the part of the site lying between the current development 
area and Osgodby Lane and bounded by Nos 65 and 73 Osgodby Lane was not the subject of 
an evaluation trench as it is in separate ownership, and is not part of the current development 
area. It is however clear that this area has a much greater archaeological potential than those 
parts which were the subject of this examination. It is almost certainly the case that stmctures 
of medieval date would be found at that location. Further archaeological works would be 
required if that site is eventually developed. At this time there is an outline proposal for a 
pedestrian right of access between the current development area and Osgodby Lane. If that 
access way is constmcted, some evaluation trenching or a watching brief would be necessary 
to determine the nature of surviving archaeological deposits in the area. 

On-Site Archaeology © Copyright June 1998 14 
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7.0 APPENDIX 1. ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 

Reports from the Environmental Archaeology Unit, York 98/20, 4 pp. 

Evaluation of biological remains from Osgodby Lane, Scarborough, 

North Yorkshire 

by 

John Carrott 

Summary 

Two sediment samples (from two contexts) from ridge andfurrow features were submittedfor 
an evaluation of their bioarchaeological potential 

The samples were examined and described in the laboratory and deemed unlikely to contain 
interpretable quantities of ancient biological remains. No further investigation of the samples 
was undertaken. 
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Evaluation of biological remains from Osgodby Lane, Scarborough, 
North Yorkshire 

Introduction 

An archaeological excavation was carried out by On-Site Archaeology at Osgodby Lane, 
Scarborough, North Yorkshire, in May 1998. Two sediment samples ('GBA sensu Dobney et 
al. 1992) were recovered from ridge and ftirrow features. This material was submitted to the 
EAU for evaluation of its bioarchaeological potential. 

Methods 

The sediment samples were inspected in the laboratory and a description of their lithologies 
was recorded using a standard pro forma. On the basis of this inspection, the samples were 
deemed unlikely to contain interpretable quantities of ancient biological remains. No ftirther 
investigation of the samples was undertaken. 
Table 1 shows a list of samples and notes on their treatment. 

Results 

The descriptions are presented in context number order. Archaeological information and/or 
archaeological questions to be addressed (provided by the excavator) are given in square 
brackets. 

Context 202 [Fill of ftirrow] 

Sample 1 (Description only) 

Moist, light to mid brown, crumbly (working slightly soft and sticky when wet), slightiy sandy 
slightly clay silt. Very small and small stones (2 to 20 mm), modem rootiets and seedlings were 
present in the sample. 

No ftirther investigation of this sample was undertaken. 

Context 201 [Upcast of ridge] 

Sample 2 (Description only) 

Moist, light to mid reddish brown to light grey, crumbly (working soft), slightiy sandy slightly 
clay sih with very small stones (2 to 6 mm) and modem rootlets present. Overall, the sample 
had a somewhat gleyed appearance. 
No ftirther investigation of this sample was undertaken. 
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Discussion and statement of potential 

The samples were typical of ridge and ftirrow features, representing biologically active plough 
soil, and showed no evidence of ancient biological remains. 
The samples have no potential for bioarchaeological interpretation. 

Recommendations 

No work is required on the present sediment samples. 
If deposits with organic preservation by anoxic waterlogging or concentrations of charred plant 
material, bone or other biological remains are exposed by ftuther excavation (e.g. from within 
cut features) every effort should be made to sample and investigate them. 

Retention and disposal 

The sediment samples may be discarded. 

Archive 

All material is currently stored in the Environmental Archaeology Unit, University of York, 
along with paper and electronic records pertaining to the work described here. 
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Table 1. A list of the sediment samples from Osgodby Lane, Scarborough. 

Context Sample Described? Processed? Notes 

202 1 Y N No action taken 

201 2 Y N No action taken 
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